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In this paper an alternative approach to the method of asymptotic expansions for 
the study of a singularly perturbed linear system with multiparameters and multiple 
time scales is developed. The method consists of developing a non-singular linear 
transformation that transforms an arbitrary n-time scale system into diagonal form. 
This fast and slow mode decomposition provides a modern technique to find an 
approximate solution of the original system in terms of the solution of an auxiliary 
system corresponding to the decoupled system. Furthermore, the decoupled system 
provides a useful mechanism to relate the asymptotic behavior of the solution of the 
original system and the solution of the degenerate system relative to the original 
system. @? 1992 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTR~DUCTI~N 
Singular perturbations of a two point boundary value problem are an 
active subject of research with a long history. By employing the asymptotic 
expansion of such systems under strong conditions on the coefficient 
matrices, existence, uniqueness, and approximations of solutions of such 
systems are studied in [11-131. In [I, 6, 14, 151, under less demanding 
conditions on the coefficient matrices, boundary value problems for 
two-time scale linear systems are analyzed. Furthermore, the fast and slow 
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mode decomposition approach [ 1,9, 151 provides a modern alternative 
technique to study the singularly perturbed systems. 
In this paper, by following a hierarchical order reduction scheme for a 
joint multiparameter and multi-time scale singular perturbation of a linear 
system [7, 8, lo], a linear non-singular transformation, which totally 
decouples an arbitrary n-time scale multiparameter linear singularly 
perturbed system, is developed. This fast and slow mode decomposition 
provides a technique to find an approximate solution of the original system 
in terms of the solution of an auxiliary system corresponding to the 
decoupled system. Furthermore, the decoupled system provides a useful 
mechanism to relate the asymptotic behavior of the solution of the original 
system and the solution of the degenerate system relative to the original 
system. 
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, by following the 
argument of [7, 8, lo], a joint multi-time scale multiparameter singularly 
perturbed two point boundary value problem is formulated. For the sake 
of convenience and simplicity a few notations are defined in Section 3. 
These notations will be used throughout this paper. In Section 4, by 
following the decoupling procedure of [7], a totally decoupling process is 
briefly discussed. The validity of the transformation is investigated in 
Section 5. Moreover, the asymptotic behavior and the representation of the 
transformation in terms of the given coefficient matrices are given. In 
Section 6, a much simpler way to find a solution and an approximate 
solution of the boundary value problem is discussed. Furthermore, it is 
shown that the limit of the solution of the original boundary value problem 
is the same as the solution of the boundary value problem for the 
degenerate system. These results are motivated by the work of Chang [ 1 ] 
and Harris [6]. 
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
Consider a linear time-varying system of differential equations 
(2.1) 
with the boundary condition 
fl k$l lIQl(4 x,,(O) + @X4 x,,Cl I] = B{(E), (2.2) - 
where E=(E:E: . ..&.I . . .&i&Z . . . E;), A-, E R-J, j~J(l, r,), i~J(l,n); the 
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Y,‘S are positive integers and J(a, b) = {a, a+ 1, . . . . h}; a, FEZ+ u {O), 
n,=z;=, n,,; the dimension of the entire system (2.1) is N= C:‘= r ni. In 
(2.1) all the coefficient matrices are continuous on R+ and have 
appropriate dimensions. For j E J( 1, yi) and i E J( 1, n), the parameters a: are 
positive real numbers. For fixed in J( 1, n), the E(‘S have the same order 
with respect oj. This means that the following inequality is valid: 
where &i and Ei are positive numbers. Furthermore, for any Jo J( 1, r,), the 
ai’s have different orders with respect o i. 
Assumption A.1.2.1. 
E, = 1 
lim Ei+l=O for each ieJ(2, n- 1) 
c,-0 Ej 
(2.4) 
where E;=(E!E~ ...s.)‘/“. 
Using (2.4), we can rewrite the system (2.1)-(2.2) as 
E,?,= i DiA,(t) X,, 
j=l 
(2.5) 
with the boundary condition 
i CQv(&) xi(O)+&(~) x,(l)1 = WEI, iEJ(L n), (2.6) 
,=l 
where Xi=(XITXT, ...XEt)T; iEJ(l,n); A,=(A$(t)),,,; QjP(c)= 
(Q%Wn,xnp, &A&)= (~$3~)Lixnp, h(E)= (&(E)Lzx,; i, pEJ(l, n). 
For simplicity we omit the arguments of the matrix coefficient functions. 
The matrices in (2.5) are block matrices that are formed in an obvious way 
from the coefficient matrices in (2.1) with the Dls being defined by 
Di=diag {[$I Ii1 [z] liz, . . . . [:;,I zir,}, iEJ(1, n), (2.7) 
where the I, are identity matrices of appropriate dimensions. In view of 
(2.3) and (2.4), the elements of the Dj matrices are bounded, that is, 
&<Ei, 
&{ 
jE.Z(l, r,), iEJ(1, n), (2.8) 
where the bounds in (2.8) depend on the corresponding bounds in (2.3). 
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Thus system (2.5b(2.6) is equivalent to the multiparameter multiple time 
scale system (2.1)-( 2.2). 
3. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
For the sake of simplicity and convenience, let us introduce the following 
notations. 
For m~J(0, n- l), reJ(0, m), f~.J(r, n) 
where (XT(O), Xc(O), . . . . X,T(O))‘= (XfA’T, . . . . X,‘)‘, 
Q(% 6) = (Qi,j(4L,, WY 6) = W&L,, B(E)=(Bi(E))nxl~ 
~r=~m,x,*,* I’ = Ix:= ,.,XZs,.,’ J(r)=lx:=,n,xIy=,n,~ 
and for meJ(O,n-2) 
Define 
DiAv, for m=O and i,j~J(l,n) 
A;p’+q!!:;+,L,-,+lj, 
for m~J(1, n- I) and i,j~J(l, n-m); 
and am is defined by 
DiAu, for m=O and i,j~J(l,n) 
A^~-‘+a~~~l,+,ca~~~+,,,_,+,J-l~~~~+,,, 
for mEJ(l,n- 1) and i,jEJ(l, n-m). 
a”’ can be represented by 
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where a,,(m) = (A~),,P,-,,.Cn-mP1,, A,,(m) = A:_,,,+,, and 
m E J(0, n - 2). For m kJ(O, n - 2) we denote 
A”‘= 
A,,(m) A I2(m) 
$-A12W 
” m 
$-- A22b) 
n m 
where 
A,,(m)= ;Pi; 
(, ) 
(n-m- I)x(n--m- 1)~ 
For m E JO, n - 2), we denote 
6,=diag(s,I, c2Z2 ...E,-,,~~z~-,,~~); 
i, = -Al,,(m)-’ Azl(m); 
fim=~,,(m)~,,(m)~‘. 
4. DIAGONALIZATION PROCESS 
In this section our aim is to develop a procedure to totally decouple the 
original system (2.5). This can be done by carrying over the procedure 
exactly as in [7]. The only difference is that the boundary conditions are 
changed due to the application of the transformation. By following a 
procedure as in Section 4 in [7], at the mth step, we will have 
Sn-mc: ~~-mO=AmX~-,,,,,, 
En-i%fl-;(i+ l)=(A,,(i)-~,~iL;A12(i))Xn--(i+ l), 
for iEJ(O, m- 1). 
(4.1) 
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Coupled system (4.1) (S, _ m .) can be rewritten as 
*m x .-,-l=A,,(m)X~-,-,+A,*(m)X,~,(m), 
E n-m --L(m) = A*,(m) J-:-,-, + A,,(m) X,-,(m), 
E,-iYn-j(i+ I)= (A,,(i)-E,~iLjA,,(i)) X,-i(i+ l), 
(4.3) 
for iEJ(0, m- 1). 
Q(m, 8) XT:- 1 + Nm, E) Xrd- 1 = B(E). (4.4) 
Assumption A1.4.3. A,,(m) is non-singular. 
Now we apply Chang’s transformation [1 ] defined by 
(4.5) 
to system (4.3) with (4.4), and 
Fn = T,,, 
where 
Tn-, = Tn-, 0 
0 1 Z(n-m) ’ for mEJ(1, n-2) 
and 
T,-, = 
In--m--l +&,_&l4,L, -En-,M, 
-L n-m 1 z ’ for m E J(0, n - 2), 
(4.6) 
and L,, M, satisfy the following differential equations: 
L,J%= -&n-mL,(A,,(m)+A,,(m) L) 
+ A&) + Mm) L 
E .-A& = -M,(A*,(m)-E,-,L,A,,(m)) 
+E”-~(A~,(~)+A,,(~)L,)M,+A,,(~). 
Then we will have 
(4.7) 
‘Pi?+1 x .-,-I=(A,,(m)+A,,(m)L,)X~f~-,, 
En-iJ?n-i(i+ l)=(A22(i)-~,-iLiAIz(i)) X,-,(i+ I), 
Q(m + 1, E) X:2 lo + R(m + 1, E) X:2 ’ ’ = B(E), 
where Q(m + 1, E) = Q(m, E) F;?,,, R(m + 1, E) = R(m, E) T;:,. 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
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Furthermore, this fast and slow mode decoupling procedure terminates 
after (n - 1) steps. In the light of this, m in (4.1) and (4.2) belongs to 
J( 1, n - 1). At the end of (n - 1) steps the original system (2.4) with (2.5) 
will be completely decoupled. 
This totally decoupled system is rewritten as 
ii, =A,,(n- 1) u,, (4.10) 
E ,I--m~n-m= [IA,,(m)-&,~,L,Alz(m)l unpm, for m E J(0, n - 2). 
Q(n - 1, E) u” + R(n - 1, E) u’ = B(E). (4.11) 
Remark 4.1. From (4.7), for m E J(0, n - 2), T,, ,,, is determined by the 
following differential equations: 
En-Jm= -E,-,L,(AIl(m)+A,,(m)L,)+A,,(m)+A,,(m)L,, 
~,-,ti,= -~,(A,,(m)-&,~,L,A1*(m))+&,-,~,(A,,(m) (4.12) 
+A,Am) LJ ~;‘A,n+~,,J12(m), 
where M, = 6, M, . 
Remark 4.2. We remark that instead of applying transformations 
Tn, Tn- 1, . . . . pn -m successively, to the original system (m + 1) times, we 
can apply a composition of transformations 
Tn-m,F oFn:nm+lo .. . oFn n-- m 
to the original system (2.5). An application of this composite transforma- 
tion T”-” to (2.5) gives rise to (4.8). The structure of T”-” is 
T”-“= 0 [ 
Tn-m 0 I[ p;L+,u) C,-,+,(l) Z(n-m) a R-m+l(l) Pi-,+,(l) 1 
[ fLt+*w Cn-m+*(2) 1 L ftb 1C,(m) ’ R n-m+2(2) f’f,-,+2(2) ” ...’ R,(m) P%m) ’ 1 
where, for all m EJ(O, n-2) and qEJ(0, m - l), PA-,(k), P:-,(k), 
C,_,(k), R,_,(k) are given by the following: for 1 Q k < n - q - 1, 
[p~L,(mi= EnpyMinpy, _ 
z*+En-qMin-yLn-q,, for i=j, 1 <i, j<n--q-k, 
n YI’ for i#j, 1 <i, j<n-q-k, 
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CRn(l)li,j= -Lnj, for i= 1,1 <j<n-q- 1, 
[A,-q(l)]i,j= iLnew’ 
L 
for i= 1,1 <j<n-q- 1, 
for 2<iQq+ 1,1 <n-q- 1. 
For 2<k<n-q-l 
i 
&“-q”n-q~k+in~qLn~qj, 
[R,-q(k)‘iJ= [R”-,(/- l)]i,j, 
for i=j, 1 <i,j<n--q-k. 
for 26iQk+q, l<j<n-q, 
Ccn(l)li,l = -EnMin9 for 16i<n-q-1, 
for l<i<n--q-l,j=l, 
for l<iQn-q+l, 2<j<q+l. 
For 2<k<n--q-l 
n-qn-q-k+j for 1 <i,j<n--q-k,j= 1, 
for 2<i<n-q-k, 
2<j6k+q, 
PN)=L ~;~,(l)=zbq), 
{ 
Z “-I+~n~n-1.L.-1, for i= l,j= 1, 
[P;(2)],= If&” 
for i=2, j= 1, 
II n-l?75 for i= 1, j=2, 
Z “3 for i=2, j=2, 
Z~-q+~n~qMn-q--ln~qLn-qn-q--l, for i=l,j=l, 
n-qn-q-17 for i=2,j=l, 
for i= l,j=2, 
for i= 2, j= 2, 
for 36i<q+2,j=l 
andi=1,3Qj<q+2, 
I n-k+l+E”M,-k+lnLnn-k+l, for i=l,j=l? 
&n”npk+inLnn-k+j, for 2<i<k-l,j=l, 
Cf’;Wl,= 
and i=1,2<j<k-1, 
-L _ 
nn k+l? for i=k,j=l, 
-EnMn-k+,n, for i= 1, j=k, 
CC+ l)lij> for 2<i,j<k, 
409/168/2-11 
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‘6, -y- k+l +E,,-qM,-y ok+ In y 
XL n y,l-y-k+l> for i= l,j= 1, 
E I,~ y M n ye-k+in L ,,-l/n-y-k+,> for 2<i<k- l,j= 1, 
andi=1,2<j<k-1, 
-L n-yn-y-~k+lr for i= k,j= 1, 
M n-y-k+1 n--y, 
;;;::;k - l)lii, 
for i= l,j= k, 
for 2<i,j<k, 
0 c ) for k+l <i<k+q,j= 1 
and i= 1, k+ 1 <j< ksq. 
We note that T2 transforms the original system (2.5)(2.6) into the 
totally decoupled system (4.10)(4.11). Furthermore, we observe that 
(4.13) 
is the inverse of T,,_,, for m E JO, n - 2), and hence Fn em is invertible. 
Denoting 3, _ m as the inverse of F,,,,_,,r, S2=.!?,,o$Pi~ ... 03, is an 
inverse of T2. Therefore the solution of the original system can be given in 
terms of the solution of the totally decoupled multi-time scale system 
(4.10)-(4.11) by 
X(t) = S’(t) U(t), 
where U(t) is the solution of (4.10)-(4.11). 
5. VALIDITY OF TRANSFORMATIONS 
In order to establish the validity of the transformations, we will establish 
the existence, boundedness, and other fundamental properties of (4.12) for 
meJ(O,n-2). 
Assumption A5.1. For every m EJ(O, n -2), the absolute value of the 
real part of all eigenvalues of ,d22(m) are greater than or equal to 2cr, 
where u, > 0. 
Assumption A5.2. Coefficient functions A,, i, j~J(l, n) in system (2.5) 
and A,‘(m), m E J(0, n - 2) are bounded. 
Assumption A5.3. a;‘(m) a,,(m), a,,(m) a;‘(m), m EJ(O, n - 2), are 
bounded and satisfy the Lipschitz condition 
Il~G1h t) &(m, t) - A;‘(m, s) A,,(m, s)ll 6 Z,lt - 4 for O<t,s<l, 
llA,,(m, t) AlGYm, t) - A12(m, s) A,‘(m, s)ll < m,lt --sI for O<t,s<l, 
for some positive real numbers I, and m,. 
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Remark 5.1. From the boundedness of the coefficient matrices Ai,j, 
i,j~.J(l, n), and the definition of A,,(O), AI*(O), A,,(O), and Az2(0), it is 
clear that &,AI,(0), &,A&O), A,,(O), and A,,(O) are bounded. If Lo is 
bounded then it is clear that q-,AI1(l), E,-,A,~(~), A,,(l), and A,,(l) 
are bounded. Continuing this process, one concludes that if L,- 1 is 
bounded, then it follows that E .-,Mm)~ &,-,A dm), A2,(m), and 
A,,(m) are bounded.. 
Moreover, if L, = L,, + O(E,/E,~ 1) then 
A,,(l)=A^,,(l)+D,O 
Continuing in this manner, one can conclude that if L, = &,, + 
C;=,-, O(E&~-,), then 
A,,(m+l)=A,,(m+l)+ i 0 
k=n-m 
A,,(m+l)=a,,(m+l)+ i 0 
k=n--m 
A,,(m+ l)=A,,(m+ l)+D,+, 
k j-, ’ ($j’ 
A,,(m+ l)=a,,(m+ l)+D,+i 
kz$-m o(k)’ 
In the following we state and prove the boundedness and an approxima- 
tion of L,(t) for each mEJ(0, n -2). 
THEOREM 5.1. Under the assumptions A2.1, A5.1, A5.2, and A5.3, for 
each m E J(0, n - 2), there exist &,,,k > 0 such that for all ~k’s satisfying 
Ek hnk -<- 
&k-l E,k-1’ 
kEJ(2,n-m) 
the solutions L,(t) of (4.12) are bounded, and L,,,(t) can be approximated by 
L,(t)=&(t)+ i 0 
k=n--m 
for aN O<t<l. (5.1) 
Proof The proof of the theorem requires a sequential proof. This 
means that first we prove the existence of a bounded solution L, of (4.12) 
for m = 0. By using this and Remark 5.1, we prove the existence of a 
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bounded solution of (4.12) for m = 1. We continue this sequential process 
until m = n - 2. To avoid the repetition in the argument of the proof, in the 
following we present the proof of existence of bounded solution of L, of 
(4.12)for any mGJ(O,n-2). 
Let dr(t) be a fundamental matrix solution of 
k=A,,(m,t)X 
Then there exist positive real numbers yrn, K,, such that 
Ilh(~)4;‘(s)ll 6L, exp(y,It-sl), O<t,s<l. (5.2) 
where y, = O(Cr,;“P’ (l/&J). From Remark 5.1 and Lemma 1 in [3], 
& npmF=A22(m,t)Y (5.3) 
has a fundamental matrix solution &Jt), a projection P,, and a positive 
real number Km2 such that 
Ilh(f) k&‘Wll 6 Km2 exp[zCl-s)]. Od~4f6L(~~) 
IIMt)(~npm - Pm) cp;‘(s)ll G Km2 exp [=+t)]. O,<t<s<l. . 
Let 
Q= [TI T: [0, l]+R”n~mXS(nPm-‘), Tis continuous and IIT(I,,<p], 
where s(n-m-l)=~~=n-,+,n,j, I( I(O-sup norm. 
Define 
S:Q+C[[O, 11, IPmXS(“-+l)] (5.5) 
such that 
S(T(t)) = j-; 42(t) cn4;‘b) 
x 41(s) d;‘(t) ds 
r 
[ 
-T(s)A,,hs) r(s)++ &,(m, 8) 
n m 1 
- s /I 4*(f)CZn-m - pm1 &‘(4 
1 &4 s) T(s) 
1 
- T(s) A + -&h s) #I(S) 4,‘(t) ds E n--m 1 -h(t) pmK1(0) G’h 0) &(m, 0) h(O) 4;‘(t) 
-#Z(fKZn--m-Pml 4;‘(1)Aii’h 1)&h l)h(1)4T’(th 
(5.6) 
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Choose E,,,~/E,,,~ - , , kEJ(2, n-m), and p such that the following 
inequalities are satisfied: 
& “-J&a” 2’ 
E n-c&,&,, - l L Mz,(~)llo+ II4i’hM*A~)llo 
( urn @&?I ) 
Il~&)ll,C~~ 
(5.7) 
and 
P = 4&n, Km2 
( 
1 
m 
II~z,b)llo+ ILGW &km)~ 
With this choice, as in the proof of Theorem in [2], one can show that S 
maps D into 0 and S is a contraction mapping. By the Banach Fixed Point 
theorem, S has a fixed point L,. Moreover 
L,(t) = f 42(f) e?dm [-L(s) A,*(% 3) Lh) ++- A,l(W s) 
n--m 1 
x d’(S) d;‘(t) ds - f1 4z(t)CZn-m  pm1 &‘(4 f 
X 
[ 
-L(s) ‘4 12h s) Lds) + + A,,@, s) 410) 6’0) ds 
n m 1 -h(t) cnc(o) 434 0) ~*I(~~ 0) #l(O) mo 
-M~)C~n-m-~m14;‘w42h 1)‘4,,@% wluM;l(~) 
(5.8) 
satisfies (4.12). 
This proves the existence of a bounded solution L,(t) of (4.12). 
Now let us find an approximate value of L,(t) for 0 6 t 6 1. The first 
term of (5.8) can be rewritten as 
I ‘M) e&‘(s) 
[ 
-Ll(s) ~l,(~~ s) L?(s) + l -A,,@% 3) 
0 &“-??I 1 x&(s) K’(t) ds
= ; c&(f) &,&‘(4 C-L(s) A&v 3) L(s)1 h(s) 4;‘(t) ds s 
+ J; 42(t) K74,‘(4 J- A,,@, s) 4,(s) 4;‘(t) h. 
En-I?% 
(5.9) 
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From (5.2), (5.4), and the first term of (5.9), we have 
11-i ‘h(f) R&1(4C-L(s) A,,(m $1 L(s)1 41(s) 4m h 0 1~ 
=o E,, . 
( 1 
(5.10) 
E n-m-l 
Now we will prove that for every 0 < t < 1, the second term of (5.9) can be 
expressed as 
Let us rewrite the above integral as 
Applying the integration by parts formula to the first term of (5.11), we will 
have 
i : ’ 42(f) L4;‘(s) - A&, s) &‘(m t) A,lh t) d,(s) d,‘(t) ds En-m 
= -h(f) L&1(o 4%~ t) A,,(4 t) 
+ 42(r) Pm& ‘(0) -4&G 2) A,,(m, t) h(O) 4;‘O) 
+ J1: 42(f) LK1(S) GJ m, t) &(m, 1) All(m, s) h(s) 4;‘(t) ds. 
(5.12) 
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From (5.2) and (5.4), the third term of (5.12) can be approximated as 
(5.13) 
Considering the second term in (5.11), from the assumption A5.3 and the 
inequalities (5.2) and (5.4), we get 
d ‘K,,,,exp I 0 
-~(t--s)]/,(r--s)Km2exp[ym(t-P)]ds 
L, 
= O(E,-,). (5.14) 
From (5.9)-(5.14) and from the third term of (5.8), we have 
for every O<r,<l. 
Similarly one can prove that 
-Lh) Mm, 4 L(d 
(5.15) 
1 
+- 
En-, 
A,,tm, s) h(s) b;‘(t) ds 1 
-~z(t)Cz,-,--P,10;1(1)A221(m, 1)A2,b9 l)h(l)4;‘(t) 
= -htt)Cln-m - Pm1 d;‘(t) A;‘@4 f) A2,h t) 
for every 0 d t < 1. 
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This together with (5.15) yields 
L,(t) = --A&m, t) A,,(m, t) + 0 for every 06t6 1. 
(5.16) 
From this fact, Corollary 2.5.1, and Remark 5.1, we have 
A,,(m, t) =&(m, t) + 
k=n-m-1 
A&m, t) = a,ym, t) + 
k=n-m- 1 
Relation (5.1) follows from (5.16) and the above expression. This completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 5.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.1, for each 
m E J(0, n - 2), there exist Ekm > 0 such that for ai/ Ek satisfying 
&k &km -<- kEJ(2,n-m) 
&k-l &k- Im’ 
the solutions A, of (4.12) are bounded for all 0 d t 6 1, and 
for every 0 <t < 1. (5.17) 
Proof: Let $r( t), &(t) be the fundamental matrix solutions of 
k= d,[All(m) + A,,(m) L,] B;‘X, 
E n-,f= CA,,(m)-&,~,L,A,z(m)lY, respectively. 
By using Lemma 1 in [3] the following inequalities are satisfied: 
Ibfd(t) $;‘(s)ll d K,, exp(y,lt-sl), O<t,s<l. 
IlMt) P,~T~(s)II G Km2 exp 2 (t-s) , 1 O<s<t<l, n m 
I142ML--m - pm) 4;‘LQl G Km2 exp 2 (s- f) y 1 O<t<s<l, n m 
(5.18) 
where Kml, Lz, yrn are positive real numbers and P, is a projection 
matrix. Moreover, ym = O(C”,;;-’ (f/Ek)). 
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Define 
This proves the boundedness of 8,. The proof of (5.17) is analogous to 
the proof of (5.1). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 be satisfied. Then 
the differential equation described by 
E,-iti(Em)= -EnPiLi(P)[A,,(i, Em)+A12(i, Em)] +A,,(i, &“) 
+ A22(i, Em) Li(Em)3 for i>m, mEJ(O,n-2) (5.21) 
has a bounded solution, where P = (E, , Ed, . . . . E,-,,- I, 0, . . . . 0). 
Moreover, 
(5.22) 
where Li is the solution of (4.12). 
ProoJ: From Theorem 5.1 and the definition of A,,, 
Ak,(i, &)=Ak[(i, Em)+ i 0 
k=n-m 
for l<k,Z<2. (5.23) 
Using the above statement he proof of existence of a bounded solution 
Li(em) is analogous to the proof of Theorem 5.1. To prove the relation 
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(5.22) consider (Li(s) - Li(P)). By using inequalities (5.2) and (5.4), the 
rest of the proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.2 be satisfied. 
Then the differential equation described by 
~,~~ii;i(P)= -ii?i(cm)[A22(i, cm)--&, -,Li(c”)A,,(i, C)] 
+E,piD;1[.41,(i, Em)+A12(i, Ed) Lj(Em)] B,:‘Ai(Em) 
+DiA,,(i, P), (5.24) 
has a bounded solution for i > m, m E J(0, n - 2). 
Moreover 
(5.25) 
where H,(E) is the solution of (4.12). 
Proof: The proof is similar .to the proof of Theorem 5.2 and 
Corollary 5.1. 
6. EXISTENCE AND APPROXIMATION THEOREMS 
This section deals with the existence of solutions of the original problem 
(2.5k(2.6) by establishing the existence of a solution of the totally 
decoupled system (4.10) with boundary condition (4.11). Furthermore the 
solution of the original problem is analyzed as E, -+ 0 for fixed ie J(2, n) 
and it is shown that it converges to a solution of the corresponding 
degenerate system. An approximate solution of (2.5k(2.6) is obtained by 
considering the auxiliary system corresponding to the totally decoupled 
system (4.10) with boundary condition (4.11). These results are an 
extension and generalization of earlier results [ 1, 6, 11, 141. 
In the following, we establish the existence of a solution of the totally 
decoupled system (4.10) with boundary condition (4.11) and the original 
boundary value problem (2.5)-(2.6). For this purpose, we present the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 be satisfied. Then there 
exist fundamental matrix solutions I$, _ ,(t) of 
E”-,ti”p m= CA2*(m)-E,~,L,AIz(m)l u,-,, m E J(0, n - 2), (6.1) 
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and projection matrices P, such that 
114,-,(t) p,ti;I,ts)ll <Km exp 2 
[ 
(t-s) 
” m 
1, t 2 s, 
lldn-m(t)t~n-,-f’m) ~;~,ts)ll 6K, exp 
[ 
-2am (s- t) ) 7 
1 
s 2 4 
n-m 
for some positive number K,,, which is independent of E, _ m. 
Moreover, if$,(t) = d,(t, E) is a fundamental matrix solution of 
O,=A,,(n-1) U,, 
then, 
vi(t) = U;(t) vi, iEJ(1, n), 
is a bounded solution of (4.10) for any (q:qT . . .qE) E RN, where 
UJ I(t) = 4,(t), 
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(6.2) 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
uj(t)=Isj(t)P~-i~,~‘(0)+qli(t)(~i-P~-~)&l~~’tl)~ for iEJ(2, n). 
(6.5) 
Proof Existence of fundamental matrix solutions 4,-J t) for 
m E J(0, n - 2) of (6.1) satisfying inequalities (6.2) is obvious from Lemma 1 
in [3]. From (6.5), it is clear that expression (6.4) satisfies the system of 
differential equations (4.10). From the boundedness of A Il(n - 1 ), it is 
known that the fundamental matrix solution #l(t) of (6.3) is bounded. The 
boundedness of solution (6.4) follows from (6.2), (6.5), and the above 
statement. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let the hypothesis of Lemma 6.1 be satisfied. Let A(E) be 
defined by 
4~) = Qtn - 1, ~1 diag{ u,(O), U,(O), . . . . U,,(O)} 
+@- 1, E)diag{U,(l), lJ2tl), . . . . U,(l)}, (6.6) 
where the U i)s are as defined in Lemma 6.1. Assume that A( E) is non-singular. 
Then 
(i) the boundary value problem (4.10) with boundary condition (4.11) 
has a solution which can be expressed as 
ui(t)= ui(t) ?i7 iEJ( 1, n), (6.7) 
where (q Tnc +jT=d(~)-’ B(E), 
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(ii) the original boundary value problem (2.5)-(2.6) has a bounded 
solution and it is given by 
X(t)=S’(t) U(t), (6.8) 
where S* is as in Remark4.2 and U(t)= (UT(t), U:(t), . . . . U:(t))’ is as 
defined in (i). 
Proof From Lemma 6.1, (6.7) satisfies the system of differential equa- 
tion (4.10). Also, it can be verified that (6.7) satisfies the boundary condi- 
tion (4.11). This completes the proof of (i). Let us prove (ii). Since 
S* = (T*)-’ and U is the solution of the transformed system (4.10) with 
boundary condition (4.11), X(t)=S*(t) U(t) is a solution of (2.5)-(2.6). 
Boundedness of solution (6.8) follows from the boundedness of U(t) and 
S*. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
In the following we present a theorem which deals with convergence of 
decoupled system (4.10) and the original problem (2.5) with corresponding 
degenerate systems, as E, ~ m -+ 0, for m E JO, n - 2). For this purpose we 
present two lemmas which are useful in our further discussion. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 6.1 be satisfied. Then the 
matrix solutions U,(t), Unpi(t); iEJ(m+ l,n-2), in (6.5) converge to 
matrix solutions VW,(t), VVnpi(t); iE J(m + 1, n - 2), of the following system 
of differential equation, respectively, as E,-, -+ 0: 
IPI =A,,(n- 1, Em) W,, (6.9) 
E,_i~~-i=[A2*(i,Em)-E,~iLi(E”)A12(i,Em)] Wnei, iEJ(m+l,n-2), 
(6.10) 
where E”’ = (Ed, E*, . . . . E,_, ~, , 0, . . . . 0). 
Proof From Assumption A2.1, rzi-+ 0 for iE J(n-m + 1, n) as 
E n-m + 0. From this and Corollary 5.1, we have 
llLi(E”)-Li(E)Il d i O 2 
( > 
(6.11) 
k=n-m 
From the definition of A,,(& E), AJE) for iE J(m + 1, n - 2), and (6.1 l), we 
obtain 
A,,(n-l,P)=Aii(n-l,s)+ i 0 Ek 
( > 
(6.12) 
k=n--m &k-l 
A22(i,~m)-~,-iL,A,,(i,~“)=A,2(i,~)-E,-iLi(E)A,2(i,E) 
(6.13) 
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From (6.3), (6.9), and (6.12) the fundamental matrix solution U,(t) of 
(6.3) as defined in (6.5) converges uniformly to a fundamental matrix 
solution VW,(t) of (6.9) and satisfies the relation 
Il~l(~)--l(fH~ i 0 2 . (6.14) 
k=n-m ( 1 
From (6.1), (6.2), (6.10), (6.13), Lemma 1 in [3], and [4], there exists a 
fundamental matrix solution qnn- i(t), in J(m + 1, n - 2) of (6.10) such that 
II$n-i(t)(ln-i-Pi) 62i(s)ll GKil exp 
-(yOJ (s-q], 
(6.15) 
s 2 t, 
n-m 
where K,, is a positive number independent of E,-~, Pi is a projection 
matrix as in Lemma 6.1, and 0, = ~~=,-,,, 0(&A/&& ,). 
Furthermore $“,Jt) satisfies the expression 
where qSei(t) as in Lemma 6.1. 
Now let us choose NV, _ i, i E J(m + 1, n - 2) as 
o(n/,-i(t)=~~-i(t)P,-i~,-‘;(O)+~~-i(t)(Zi-P,-i)~~~i(l). (6.17) 
One can verify that W,(t), VVnei(t); iEJ(m+ l,n-2), are matrix solu- 
tions of (6.9) and (6.10), respectively. Moreover the convergence of 
u,-,(t) to !JV,-~(I) for iEJ(m+ l,n-1) as &,-,-PO, follows from (6.5), 
(6.16), and (6.17). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Assumption A6.1. Assume that Q(E), R(E), and B(E) have the represen- 
tations 
Qb)=Q(o)+ i 0 7 
k=2 
respectively. 
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Assumption A6.2. A(&“‘) is non-singular, where 
40 = Q(n - 1, ~“‘1 diag(w,(O), . . . . w, ,+ ,((I), I,,+, 
x L4nl,uQ .“, 4,(O) &i,‘(O)) 
+Nn- 1, ~m)diag{~l(l), . . . . VV,,+,~~-,(l), 
1,-*(1)(z,~,-p,)~~~,(l), ...? 4,U)K-P,)~, ‘(I)). 
(6.18) 
LEMMA 6.3. Let the assumptions of Lemma 6.2 and A6.1, A6.2 he 
satisfied. Then A(E) converges to A(&“) as F,_, + 0, where A(E) is given as 
in Theorem 6.1. Furthermore, A(E) is non-singular and 11 A I’ - A - ‘(.?‘)Il 
converges to zero as E,~, --f 0. 
Proof From Theorems 5.1 and 5.2, Corollaries 5.1 and 5.2, and the 
definition of S*, we have 
/Is*(~) - S2(E”)ll 6 
,3-, O (ii?). 
(6.19) 
From Assumption A6.1 and the expressions of Q(n - 1, E) and R(n - 1, E), 
we have 
IIQb - 1, E) - Qb - 1, ~“I < 
IIR(n - 1, &I- RQ(n - 1, P)Il 6 
,z$-.,, ’ (2). 
From (6.6), (6.16), (6.20), and Lemma 6.2, we arrive at 
114~) - A(~“‘)ll < ,-$ ‘(5)’ n m 
(6.21) 
Non-singularity of A(E) follows from Assumption A6.2, (6.21) and it is clear 
that 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
(6.22) 
THEOREM 6.2. Let the assumption of Lemma 6.3 be satisfied. Then, 
(i) solution of the decoupled system (4.10) with (4.11) in (6.7) con- 
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verges to a function O(t) for 0 < t -C 1 as E, _ m + 0. Moreover, the function 
O(t) satisfies the following degenerate system of boundary value problems: 
I+, =A,,(n- 1, P) W,, 
& n-iin-i= [A,,(& Em)-E,-,L,(&m)A,2(i, Em)] Wn-i, 
(6.23) 
for iEJ(m+l,n-2) 
o= WJt), for iEJ(n-mm, n) 
with the first Cy:“-’ ni equations of 
A-‘(C) Q(n - 1, sm) W” + A-’ R(n - 1, E”‘) W’ = A-‘(E”‘) B(cm). 
(6.24) 
(ii) Solution of the original boundary value problem (2.5~(2.6) con- 
verges to a function z, for 0 < t < 1, as E,-, + 0. Furthermore, the function 
X satisfies the following degenerate system of boundary value problems: 
+ki= i DiAiixj, for iEJ(l,n-m- l), 
j=l (6.25) 
0= i D,A&, for iEJ(n-m, n) 
j=l 
with the first C;:;“-’ ni equations of 
A-‘(.?‘) Q(n - 1, P) x0 + A-‘(P) R(n - 1, cm) 8’ = Ap’(d”) B(C). 
(6.26) 
Proof From AssumptionA1.2.1, ci+O for iEJ(n-m,n) as .s,_,+O. 
From (6.2), (6.5) and (6.7), for iEJ(n-mm, n), we have 
ll~i(t)ll~{exP[ -zf]+exP[ -5(1--t)]] llVi(E)ll. (6.27)
From the boundedness of l[A-‘(c)ll, which is proved in Lemma 6.3, and the 
boundedness of B(E) and (6.27), we conclude that vi(t) converges to 
o(t)=O, for O<t<l as E,-,+O for iEJ(n-m,n). This proves that the 
limit function Ui( t), i E J(n - m, n), satisfies the algebraic system in (6.23) 
for 0 -C t < 1 as E,- m + 0. Now we prove that the limit function of vi(t), for 
isJ(1, n-m- l), can be expressed by 
oi(t) = wi(t) fji, (6.28) 
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where vi is the ith component of A ~‘(E”‘) B(sm), and Qj(t) satisfies differen- 
tial system (6.23). To prove U,(t) in (6.4) converges to Uj( t) in (6.28), let 
us consider 
ll”i(t)- ui(t)ll = Il”i(t) SiwwiCt) rliCt)ll. (6.29) 
From (6.14), (6.16), (6.21), and Assumption A6.1, we have 
Il”i(t)rli-wi(f) riitt)ll G II”i(t)-wi~t)ll IIVi(t)ll + Ilwi(t)ll llyli-fill 
(6.30) 
Convergenge of vi(t) to O,(t) for i~J(l,n--m-l) as E,-,-+O follows 
from (6.29) and (6.30). Proof of Ui( t), i E J( 1, n - m - 1 ), satisfies the 
differential system (6.23) and follows from Lemma 6.2. This completes the 
proof that U(t) converges to function O(t) and a(t) satisfies (6.23). To 
prove the boundary condition, let us notice that the function o(t) can be 
defined as 
oi(“)=$i(o) pn-i4;‘(“) Vi, 
Bi(l)=~i(l)(zi-p,-i)~il(l)~i, ieJ(n-m, n), 
(6.31) 
where r]; = 0, i E J(n - m, n). 
Then the right hand side of the boundary condition (6.24) can be 
expressed as 
A-l(~m)[Q(~-l,~m)~O+R(n-l,~m)~‘] 
= Apl(C”) A(~~)[yl;, . . . . tj;]’ 
= [VT, . ..) ijy. 
From this and (6.28), the first (n -m - 1) components of the above expres- . - sron ql, . . . . ~,-,,-r are the first (n-m- 1) components of A-‘(.?“) B(P). 
This completes the proof of (i). Let us illustrate the proof of (ii). Let us 
analyze S* as E,-, + 0. From Theorem 5.1, by using the convergence of Li 
to ti for iE J(o, m), as E,-, + 0, and from Theorem 5.2, by using the 
boundedness of Mi, for ie J(0, m), we observe that S,- i, defined in 
Remark 4.2, converges to S,, _ i as E, _ m -+ 0, where 
In-i-l 0 0 
s”pi= ii z”pi 0 7 1 iE J(0, m). (6.32) 0 0 Z(n-i-l) 
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From Corollaries 5.1 and 5.2, it is clear that for iEJ(m + 1, n - 2), Sri-i, 
defined in Remark 4.2, converges to S,, _ i as E, _ m + 0, where 
Sn-;= Li(Ern) 
[ 
In-i- I 
En--r"i(Em) 0 
zn-r+E,_iL;(Em)Mi(&m) 0 , 
0 0 I(n-i- 1)  
for ifzj(m + 1, n -- 2). (6.33) 
Let us define S2 as 
s2’snos”~lo . . . 0s2, (6.34) 
and X= S2r7. 
Now we will prove that the solution X(t) of the original problem 
(2.5)-(2.6) converges to the function X(f) in (6.34). From Corollaries 5.1 
and 5.2, and (6.29), (6.30), (6.32), and (6.33), we have 
Il‘qt) - m,ll < IIS’W) - s20(t)ll 
G IIs2-~211 IlU(f + 11~211 Ilu(f)- O(t)ll 
By direct calculation it can be verified that, TnPi, iEJ(0, m), is an inverse 
of SnPi, where 
Tnpi= 
[ 
z---l 0 0 
-ii Inpi 0 3 i E J(0, m). (6.35) 
0 0 Z(n-m-l) 1 
From (6.34) and (6.35), we can deduce that 
(T”--moTn--m+lo ... oT,)R=(S,_,~,OS,_,_~O ... OS,) u. (6.36) 
From the fact that u(t) = 0 for iE J(n - m, n) and from the structure of 
T,,,, . . . . T+,,,, Sn-,,p,, . . . . 
of (Tn--mOT”--m+10 ... 
z2, we note that the components (n - m)th - nth 
0 T,) 1 are identically equal to zero. That is, 
n-i-1 
c i,Xj+X”-;=o for iE J(0, m). (6.37) 
j=l 
From (6.37) and Theorem 5.1, for i = 0, we have 
409/168/Z-12 
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By definition Ajl, = D, A,; i E J( 1, n), the above equation is equivalent to 
c D,A,x,=O. (6.38) 
j= I 
From (6.37) and Theorem 5.1, for i = 1, we have 
The above equation is equivalent to 
n-l 
1 a;p,jxj=o. 
,= I 
From the definition of a!, ~, j, j~J(l, n - l), and (6.38), it follows that the 
above equation can be rewritten as 
i D,-,An~,jXj=O. (6.39) 
j= 1 
Similar to (6.38) and (6.39), from (6.37), one can derive an equivalent 
system of the following type: for i E J(0, m) 
i D,+iAn_,,ixj=O. (6.40) 
/=l 
This completes the proof that the components Xj, j~J(l, n), satisfy the 
algebraic system in (6.25). Now we will prove that Xi, in J( 1, n-m - l), 
satisfies the differential system in (6.25). Notice that yi, i E J( 1, n -m - 1) 
is the ith component of (SnPm-10Sn-m-2~ . . . oS,)O. Let us denote 
r(t) = ?, 0( 1). Then, 
(6.41) 
and (r:, . . . . rz)‘= (DC, . . . . Of), where 
z2 = I’ -52 M?i - 2(&Y 
L2(Ern) 1 zz +E*L,_2(Ern) M,-AEm) . (6.42) 
We note that L,- 2(~m) and M,- 2(~m) satisfy differential equations (5.21) 
and (5.23), respectively. (of, 0:)’ satisfies differential equations in (6.23). 
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Further notice that for i = n - 2 one can verify that (CT, FT) satisfies the 
system of differential equations 
1 (6.43) 
In a similar fashion if we continue this, then we observe that 
(IT, . ..) XT n--m~ ,)T satisfies the system of differential equations 
where 
The above system can be rewritten as 
. n-m-l 
&iXi= C rl a?+lx. ~3 iEJ(l, n-m- 1). (6.44) 
J=I 
From the definition of A;, (6.44) reduces to 
From (6.40), the above system is equivalent to the differential system 
Eiki = ym a!pj, iEJ(1, n-m- 1). 
j=l 
Continuing in this manner, the above system is equivalent to the 
differential system 
&= f: DiAiixj, iEJ(1, n-m- 1). 
i= I 
This completes the proof that the solution X(t) of the original boundary 
value problem (2.5 k(2.6) converges to the function X(‘ct) in (6.34) as 
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E “-??I + 0, and Y(;ct) satisfies (6.25). Now we prove that X(f) satisfies the 
boundary condition (6.26). From the fact that 
Q(n - 1, E) = Q(E) s2 and R(n - 1, E) = R(E) S?: 
Assumption A6.1, and the definition of S2, it is clear that 
Q(n - 1, P) = Q(P) S2 and R(n - 1, Em) = R(Ern) s2. 
From (6.24), (6.34), and (6.43), we conclude that X((t) satisfies the 
boundary condition (6.26). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
An auxiliary system corresponding to the totally decoupled system (4.10) 
with boundary condition (4.11) is given by 
P, =A,,(,- 1) V,, 
(6.45) 
& n--iJ7-;=A22(i) I/+;, iEJ(O,?z-2) 
&n-l) P+&z-1) V’=B(O). (6.46) 
In the following, we establish an approximate solution of the decoupled 
system (4.10) with boundary condition (4.11) by developing condition 
(6.46). Moreover, we obtain an approximate solution of the original 
boundary value problem (2.5)-(2.6) by using an approximate solution of 
the decoupled system (4.10) with boundary condition (4.11). For this 
purpose we present the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6.4. Let the assumption of Theorem 6.1 be satisfied. Then there 
exist matrix solutions V,(t) of (6.45) such that 
(6.47) 
where U,(t) is as in (6.5). 
Proof. From Lemma 1 in [3,], [4], and the fact that 
there exists a fundamental matrix solution fnp,(t) of 
E F n-m n-m = A,,(m) V, -m, m E J(0, n - 2), 
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such that 
where 4, _ m and P, are as in Lemma 6.1. 
Define 
V,(t) = I,(t), 
v”-,ft)=$n-m(t)P,~,-~,(0)+~~-~,(t) 
x (In-, - Pm) kL(l,, for iEJ(2, n). 
(6.49) 
where J,-,(t) are as in (6.48) and d,(t) is a fundamental matrix solution 
of the first equation in (6.45) with Jr(O)=#,(O). Then from the fact that 
A&r-l)=a,,(Cl)+ i 0 
k=2 
it is clear that 
(6.50) 
Proof of (6.47) follows from (6.48), (6.49), and (6.50). This completes the 
proof of the lemma. 
Assumption A6.3. Assume that L!?(E) is non singular and k’(s) is 
bounded where 
~(s)=fi(O)diag{V,(O), . . . . V,(O)} +2(l) diag{V,(l), . . . . V,(l)}. (6.51) 
THEOREM 6.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 6.1 and Assump- 
tions A6.1, A6.2, and A6.3 be satisfied. Then there exists a bounded solution 
V(t) of auxiliary system (6.45) with (6.46) which approximates the solution 
U(t) in (6.7). Furthermore, s*(t) V(t) approximates the solution X(t) in 
(6.8), of the original boundary value problem (2.5)-(2.6). 
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Proof: Let US develop a solution of (6.45) with boundary condition 
(6.46). From Lemma 6.4 and Assumption A6.3, solution of (6.45) with 
boundary condition (6.46) can be expressed as 
where 
yjm =k’(E) B(O). 
From Assumption A6.1 and (6.6), (6.48), and (6.5 1 ), we have 
(6.53) 
From Assumption A6.3 and (6.53) we observe that d(s) is non-singular 
and 
(6.54) 
From (6.7), (6.52), and (6.54), we have 
II U,(t) - vm(f)ll 6 llu,(t) rim - V,(t) 4mll 
(6.55) 
This proves that the solution V(t) in (6.52) of auxiliary system (6.45) with 
boundary condition (6.46) approximates the solution U(t) in (6.7) of the 
decoupled system (4.10) with boundary condition (4.11). Now we will 
prove that S’V approximates the solution X(t) in (6.8) of the original 
boundary value problem (2.5)-(2.6). From (6.8), (6.52), (6.55), and the fact 
that 
[IS’-S211< i 0 2 1 
k=2 ( > 
we have 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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